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Conscious decoupling or crash out?

• What is decoupling?  What would it look like?
• Which goods does the US trade with China?
• US-China trade war – what have we done?
• Do tech supply chains make decoupling difficult?
• Has US and Chinese policy already promoted 
decoupling?
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Are US-China relations the 1st fault line?

Last week at the Paris Peace Forum:
United Nations Secretary-General Antonio Guterres 
described a world riven by five fissures. The first is a 
“fault line” between the United States and China, whose 
economic, technological and geopolitical rivalry threatens 
to split the planet into “two separate and competing 
worlds”—each with its own trade and financial systems, 
internet and artificial intelligence platforms, and military 
alliances and strategies. ... 
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What is decoupling?  
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As the song says, breaking up is hard…
• Some trade relationships are relatively easy to break 

(e.g. commodity flows) but finding new suppliers takes 
time

• Some supply relations take longer to shift, but value 
chains are simple (e.g. apparel)

• Some trade relationship are complex and may not be 
broken except with prohibitive tariffs or bans (e.g. tech)

• Trade is hardly the only form of interdependence
• FDI, VC, R&D – all large and cooperative/competitive
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Some decoupling scenarios
• Limited decoupling, forced in carefully defined spheres 

(e.g. telecoms)
• Broader and vaguer decoupling induced by policy 

uncertainty about which sectors are targeted
• Decoupling caused by deliberate import substitution in 

“national interest” sectors (e.g. electronic vehicles)
• Broad entry prohibitions leading to “hard decoupling” as 

in Chinese internet isolation (hard localization)
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Which goods does the US 
trade with China?
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US imports from China are 
concentrated in a few sectors
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FIEs provide a large share of china’s exports
FIE EXPORT SHARE BY DESTINATION



Supply links run through MNE value chains
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China supplying larger value added share
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Source: Yuqing Xing, 2019, https://voxeu.org/article/how-iphone-widens-us-trade-deficit-china-0



US-China trade war – what 
have we done?
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Some current and pending US actions 
against China

• Anti-dumping duties affecting about 9 percent of 
Chinese exports to the US. 

• Punitive tariffs on $250 billion imports under steel 
and intellectual property (section 301) cases.

• New 15% tariff on additional $112 billion of Chinese 
exports in September

• Planned additional 15% tariff on additional $160 
billion in December.



China tariffs hit producers first, 
now consumer goods hit harder
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Average tariffs on China 26 % by December 15, 
covering 96.8% of imports from China

pp = percentage points;
MFN = most favored nation

Source: Updated on September 17, 2019, from 
Bown (2019). 



Higher US prices due to tariffs
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Tech supply chains hit hard and 
more pain may lie ahead
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Same CGE model shows all goods 
sectors and services hurt by trade war
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Do tech supply chains make 
decoupling difficult?
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MNEs are key to GVCs and decoupling
Global value chains characterized by (Antràs, 2015)
1. Customized production
2. Sequential production decisions going from the buyer to the 

suppliers;
3. High contracting costs;
4. Global matching of goods, services, production teams and 

ideas.
All four point to the substantial power that MNEs have in 
coordinating GVCs and selecting where to locate tasks.
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Both the US and China play big MNC roles
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Source: Cadestin, et 
al, 2018



But affiliate GDP share low in both
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Services growing role in exports
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Has US and Chinese policy 
already promoted decoupling?
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Main US complaints about IPR

• Main US complaints (Section 301) are that China
(1) forces technology transfer from US companies 
through JV requirements; (current talks)
(2) pays US companies too little to license their IP;  
(case at WTO)
(3) engages in predatory outward investment; (new 
US legislation revises CFIUS process)
(4) sponsors cyber-theft of US IP; (high-level 
negotiation & law enforcement)



There was no secret about who 
brought what to the FDI party
• Western documents and guidance made clear that 

Western parties typically brought technology, Chinese 
partners brought land & labor.

• This arrangement worked for over a decade, even as 
Western firms experienced IPR violations.

• China sweetened the deal in many cases by lowering 
the cost of entry, especially in high-tech sectors.  
Exports soared and so did profits.



10% of high-tech sectors had equity caps
(sources: Liang, Lovely & Zhang, 2019)



Why is the US contesting these policies?
• Chinese domestic firms have become better 

competitors.  Imitation and invention combined and 
industrial subsidies led to overcapacity.

• Changes in Chinese innovation policy after 2006.
• Made in China 2015 sounded an alarm bell for the 

West: spread fear that China will lock them out of the 
growing market and then export out.

• Service sector barriers remain high as US export 
growth  increasing concentrated there; security 
concerns extend frictions beyond trade realm.



Chinese progress on IP protection
• For China, continuing cost of IP theft outweighed:

• IP theft source of conflict not only with US, but also with Japan 
and EU. 

• Domestic inventors need protections enforced.  
• With “emerging sectors” need for transfer may be less than need 

for domestic subsidies.

• Chinese legal architecture already changing:
• Opening of specialized IP courts in 2014, national IP appeals 

court, within SPC, under consideration.
• Recent announcement of punishment for repeat offenders.



2019 Chinese foreign investment law
• Swift passage of the Foreign Investment Law was an explicit 

signal to the foreign business community. 
• It hits the right themes — national treatment, intellectual 

property rights, market access, no forced technology transfer 
— but the language is vague. 

• Foreign companies will want to see how the law is 
implemented, but there is some optimism.

• The new Law should be conducive to China receiving more 
foreign direct investment, a good proportion of which will be 
an integral part global value chains.



US focus has shifted to tech security

• New focus fraught with tensions and broad executive 
branch power

• Very broad scope for policies that promote decoupling
• Export control policies may have potent impact on 

exports, imports and MNC firm organization:
• “entities list” will limit US tech exports
• Ban on Chinese content in US networks – 5G 

equipment or full IoT?
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Talent – the scarcest resource

• AI ecosphere is global and talent comes from all 
countries, with China an important source and 
destination of skilled engineers and scientists

• Intellectual returnees have played major role in Chinese 
industrial upgrading.

• Training Chinese students major Western export.
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Tech start-up funding may be hurt

• CFIUS review concerns already collapsing Chinese 
investment in US based tech startups.

• Pushing startups offshore, reducing cooperation with 
US firms in the ecosystem.

• Will Chinese advancement slow or will ideas move 
outside US orbit?
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Looking forward to 
the conversation!
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China Is Raising Tariffs on the United States 
and Lowering Them for Everybody Else



The US has won most disputes 
with China brought to the WTO
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